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Fly Me To The Moon
Full Moon is
Landing as
part of GFF’s
Selection
Out of
Competition
line up

Full Moon by Egyptian director Hadi
El Bagoury had its world premiere at
El Gouna Film Festival’s Plaza, on
October 18th, 2021, at 10:00 pm. The
film had a red carpet event ahead of
the screening to welcome all of the
festival’s guest stars, celebrities,
filmmakers, and public figures. The
event witnessed the presence of
the film’s director Hadi El Bagoury,
together with the film’s studded cast,
including: Khaled El Nabawy, Shereen
Reda, Yasmin Raeis, Ghada Adel,
Ahmed El Fishawy, Ahmed Hatem,
Ahmed Malek, Asmaa Abou El Yazeed,

May El Gheity, and Khaled Anwar.
Landing as part of GFF’s Selection Out
of Competition line up, the film’s story
follows the love stories of different
characters that end tragically on the
same night, under the ominous light
of the full moon, which might have
an ominous effect on it. Before that
night, the moon only seeks perfection.
And afterward, it starts its journey of
slowly fading, affecting people’s lives
just like social, economic, and moral
presumptions and positions do.
Hadi El Bagoury began his career
as an executive producer before

shifting to directing commercials and
music videos in the late 1990’s. As a
commercial director, he worked with
several multinational advertising
agencies, paving the way for him to
co-found The Producers in 2001. As a
director, his works include remarkable
hits namely; A’ard Khas, Warda, and
Wahed Saheh, which opened the 2011
Dubai International Film Festival and
won him a Best Directorial Debut
Award from the Egyptian National
Film Center. His latest works include
Hepta, El Deif, and the Sherihan-led
Coco Chanel play.
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Today

Red Carpet

Tomorrow

Meet the filmmaker

Today, El Gouna Film Festival’s
red carpet will witness the
premiere of two anticipated
films. The first of these is Amira
by Egyptian director Mohamed
Diab, which will have its red
carpet at 5:30 pm at the Festival
Plaza, followed by its screening at 6:30 pm. The film tells
the story of Amira, a 17-year-old who grew up believing she
was conceived with the smuggled sperm of her imprisoned
father only to face a shocking truth. The film, which is
participating in El Gouna Film Festival’s Feature Narrative
Competition, had its World Premiere at the 2021 Venice Film
Festival, where it won three awards. Amira will be on the
red carpet in the presence of its director Mohamed Diab,
producers Sarah Goher and Daniel Ziskind, screenwriters
Sherine Diab and Khaled Diab, and its cast members Saba
Mubarak, Ali Suleiman, and Tara Abboud.
El Gouna FIlm Festival’s second red carpet will be at 8:30
pm at the Festival Plaza for Egyptian director Sara Shazli’s
Back Home, which will be
screened at 9:15 pm. Part of El
Gouna Film Festival’s Feature
Documentary Competition and
accompanied by its director
Sara Shazli, producer Marianne
Khoury, and protagonists Nabil
Shazli and Youssef Shazli, the film is having its World
Premiere at El Gouna Film Festival. Showcasing how Sara’s
plans turn upside down to the global pandemic and how
she finds herself stuck in her childhood home, Back Home
documents the filmmaker’s relationship with her father and
family as a whole.
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that is scheduled to take place in front
of a jury of industry professionals. The
winners will be announced at the closing
ceremony of CineGouna Platform, where
two projects will each be awarded US
$20,000 worth of production and postproduction services offered by Drosos
Foundation.

................................
Shorts

Short Film Program IV

Competition (3)
Khadiga

Director:

Wrapping up the screenings of
El Gouna Film Festival’s Short
Film Competition, GFF’s Short
Film Program IV will kick start
its screenings at 6:15 pm in
TU Berlin’s Audimax. The final
shorts’ program will start off
with Strangers by Nora Longatti,
which won the 2021 Locarno Film
Festival’s Pardino d’oro Swiss Life
for the Best Swiss Short Film.
Following this, the program
will also include screenings of
His Name Was Cargo by Marco
Signoretti, which will be having
its World Premiere, in addition

Morad Mostafa
Fatma Al Zahraa
Abdel Rahman
Displaced

Director:
Samir Karahoda
Ulysses Must Go

Director:
Anna Belguermi

Director:
María Silvia Esteve
A Dike

Director:

to Tallahassee by Darine Hotait,
Apallou by Niko Avgoustidi,
which will have its International
Premiere, and Katia by Andrey
Natotcinskiy, which will also
have its International Premiere
at the festival.
Among the 23 films participating
at El Gouna Film Festival’s Short
Film Competition, there are five
films that will be landing World
Premieres, while two films
are having their International
Premieres, concluding this
competition with a total of
seven film premieres.

Bilel Bali
TU Berlin Audimax
3:30 p.m.
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A DIKE - 14 min
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Battikhi and Hayat Abu Samra (Jordan),
Flying Salama by Mohamed Kassaby
and Mohamed Kateb (Egypt), A Whale
Eats a Whole Kingdom of Fish by Morad
Mostafa and Seif El Deen Konsowa
(Egypt), and The Great Fixer by Farah
Chaya and Bassel Mamoun (Lebanon).
A table-read for each of the five
projects, followed by a Q&A session

9:30 p.m.

Schedule

9:30 PM

Filmlab Palestine’s Sunbird Stories
continues its activities as CineGouna
Platform is slated to host its 2nd edition
on October 20, 2021, from 8:00 pm until
6:00 pm at TU Berlin.
The shortlisted projects include
remarkable works, namely: Ginger by
Ahlam Bsharat and Mohamed Abu Maliq
(Palestine), The Red Stripe by Samer

Director:

Creature

Director:
Ève Saint-Louis
Producers:
Samuel Gagnon
Bahija Essoussi

Producer:

Night

All About Immersive Storytelling
Continuing its activities,
CineGouna Platform is set to host
a masterclass under the title: A
Masterclass by Stefan Grambart
on Immersive Storytelling on
October 20, from 12:30 pm until
2:00 pm at TU Berlin’s Audimax
hall.

Within the masterclass, there
will be discussions regarding
how it’s undeniable that the
array of technology touting new
realities has captured the public’s
imagination. But when it comes
to the content, we’re still trying
to adapt storytelling methods

developed for screen-based
media, rather than defining the
new frontier. This masterclass
will take participants through
the creative process of working
in immersive storytelling. With
examples from the interactive
web, immersive installations,

games, and virtual reality, Stefan
Grambart will use case studies
from his Emmy award-winning
career in digital media to explore
the methods of adaptation
to nonlinear storytelling and
embrace audience agency.

Meet the filmmaker
Amira
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The motion of the camera in your
films is fluid, restless, and unsteady.
Is this your way of borrowing the
realism of documentaries in your
fictional films?
I like that the camera is free to
track the spontaneous movements
of the characters. Indeed, I like to
borrow the spirit of the documentary
because it creates a connection
with the story and the world of the
characters and blurs the boundaries
between viewers and characters.
Camera movement is another
element of realism in my films and
part of my cinematic style. I made
my three films, with a small digital
camera and only one 35 lens because
it is the closest to the human eye.
The cast of Khadiga are nonprofessional actors. Did they rely
entirely on the script or was there
room for improvisation? How do you

Film director Mostafa Morad on Khadiga:

manage non-professional actors on
the set?
Casting and rehearsals are the
hardest for me, and it took me over
two months in Khadiga. Still, it’s
the most interesting phase for me.
I always like to work with people
who didn’t have any previous acting
training because it makes their
performance fresher. When I met
Malak who plays the main character
in Khadiga for the first time at the
audition, she was amazing and had
great spontaneity and charisma even
though she had never been in front of
a camera before.
How difficult was your path, and
what was the main idea that helped
you overcome the challenges?
I did not study cinema in a film
school, but in my room and on film
sets. I had to be patient and benefit
from my practical experience as an

assistant director in commercial
and independent films for ten years
with dozens of Egyptian and foreign
directors, which technically benefited
me a lot. On the artistic side, I used
to watch a lot of European and
South American films and read a lot
of important books in the field of
cinema. When I felt it was time for my
first movie, it was Ward’s Henna Party
in 2020. The most difficult thing for
any filmmaker is how to finance the
production of his film, especially short
films that suffer from limited sources
of financial support. The key to
meeting this challenge is not only to
choose a good script, but also to have
a script with a low budget. Otherwise,
the filmmaker will be plunged into a
cycle of searching for financing that
will cost him many years.

The most
difficult
thing for any
filmmaker
is how to
finance the
production
of his film,
especially
short films

A Woman’s Tale of Society
Nahed Nasr

What are your expectations for the
Arab world premiere of your latest
film Khadiga at GFF?

I really
appreciate
how GFF
treats
short film
screenings
in a way that
befits the
filmmakers
and the
audience.
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I finished Khadiga a short time
ago, and the El Gouna Film Festival
was the right choice for me. The
festival opens a new territory for
me that I have always been excited
to participate in. It has increasingly
become one of the leading festivals
in the Arab region, gained a
formidable global reputation, and
hosts distinguished guests of key
international industry professionals.
On the other hand, I really appreciate
how the festival treats short film
screenings in a way that befits the
filmmakers and the audience. I hope
that the audience and critics will
receive my film in the way I have
always aspired to, and that they will
like it.
Why do women play such a central
role in all your films, including
Khadiga, that the titles of all your
films even include the name of the
female lead character?
My films are not only about women,
but about society. My three films:
Ward’s Henna Party, What We Don’t
Know About Maryam, and Khadiga,
aim to explore what Egyptian society
looks like today. It follows the social
and cultural changes that occurred in
the lower middle class, especially in

the aftermath of the 2011 Revolution.
These are three cruel stories in
which I try to explore my questions,
thoughts and reflections, and they
are mainly human stories.
Your movie tells a horrific story
about Khadiga, but at the same
time, we don’t lose empathy. How
did you reach this balance?
Khadiga is perhaps more traumatic
than my previous films, which are
also not without an element of
violence and shock. The shock is
generated by the volcano beneath
the calm surface, as on a normal
day, events suddenly turn violent.
Combining an event that was so
brutal and at the same time so
emotional was the biggest challenge
for me.
Your characters tend to be silent and
with rigid expressions if there is one.
What prevents them from speaking?
What is the symbolism of silence?
Silence excels at asking questions,
and I prefer to be economic in
dialogue except when necessary.
Silence sometimes has a greater
impact on the viewer because it
conveys the stress, tension and
suffocation that the characters suffer
under the pressure of their society.
Silence also gives the audience more
space to think and explore their own
understanding.

In all of your short films, there
is something surprising and
unexpected that affects the course
of events. This is an interesting
part of your cinematic style, tell us
about your concept of a short film
structure?
The short film, with its structure
and narrative style, is perhaps more
exciting than the feature film. There
are a lot of intense emotions in a way
that can really immerse the viewer
inside the world of the characters in
a very short time. I love the structure
that allows me to create tension,
manipulate and interact with the
characters. In every new movie, I
always try to experiment with new,
unconventional and entertaining
tools.
Ambience is one of the
distinguishing elements of sound in
your cinematic world. Why do you
tend to have a lot of natural sounds
from logical sources in your movies
rather than music?
I choose shooting locations where I
can build an attractive soundtrack
with items already in place, without
resorting to pre-recorded or readymade sounds. It is an element that
makes the movie more realistic than
the music. I plan the soundtrack
while writing the script, and have the
sound engineer record all the sounds
in place.

CineConcert
featured an
orchestral
performance
of film
scores of
classics and
audiences’
favorites

The 5th GFF CineGouna

The Power of Music
Heba Hassan
With an orchestra led by Maestro
Ahmed El Saedi, The Red Carpet
CineConcert took place yesterday
at 7:00 pm at the Festival
Plaza. This year’s edition of the
CineConcert featured an orchestral
performance of film scores of
classics and audiences’ favorites.
Film scores that were performed
during the event included: Space

Odyssey, Out of Africa, Amadeus,
Platoon, The Pianist, The Mission,
The Night of Arresting Fatma,
Phantom of the Opera Overture,
Phantom of the Opera Think of Me,
Somewhere in Time, and Apocalypse
now.
The Cineconcert initiative was
launched at the 2nd edition of El
Gouna Film Festival to celebrate
cinema and art. During this edition, a

musical tribute to the iconic director
Youssef Chahine was conducted. In
the 3rd edition of GFF, CineConcert
paid tribute to timeless works of
music that accompanied some of
the most memorable films. In 2020,
marking the festival’s 4th edition,
a newly restored copy of The Kid
by Charlie Chaplin was screened,
accompanied by orchestral music.

The
Cineconcert
initiative was
launched at
the GFF 2nd
edition
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Refugees’ Voices In Film
Nada Saad

Hosted by CineGouna Platform, IEFTA and UNHCR
inaugurated the 5th edition of Refugee Voice in
Film. This was followed by a panel discussion
with Pablo Matew from UNHCR Egypt, Chrsita
Odinga from Telling the real Story, Ragnhild EK
a filmmaker, and the panel moderated by Marco
Orsini , IEFTA President
From the Horn of Africa to the MENA region,
the show contained 7 different short movies

The most
striking
element
about the film
is the filming
locations,
both interior
and exterior

Netflix’s Secret Revealed
Mina Habib

Feathers - Film Review

What a Wonderful World!
Omar El Zohairy’s Feathers, which has its Middle East
Premiere at El Gouna Film Festival, evolves the director’s
absurd film style, rarely used in independent Egyptian
cinema.
Feathers was premiered as part of the 60th International
Critics Week competition (Semaine de la Critique du Festival
de Cannes) held parallel to the 74th Edition of the Cannes
Film Festival. It is the debut feature film by its director and
the first Egyptian to participate in the competition of the

Mohamed Tarek
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that represent the pain, hopes and dreams of
refugees. All the movies are real stories told
by the story owners to convey the reality in the
right way.
During the panel, Pablo Matew said that their
main goal is to showcase the daily suffering of
the refugees, so the world can act and figure
out a solution for their problems to put an end
to the smugglers who trade their dreams.

week and win its grand prize at the
same time. Zohairy, who completed
the The Aftermath of the Inauguration
of the Public Toilet at Kilometer
375 in 2014 and participated in the
Cinéfondation du Festival de Cannes,
returns with a film that positions El
Zohairy differently from the rest of his
generation.
The film is based on a loose bizarre
plot, starting from the birthday
celebration of a poor Egyptian family,
in which a trivial magician turns the
patriarchal father into a chicken,
making the life of the family topsyturvy. The father appears before that
as the singular authority of the family,
no matter how trivial his dreams or
decisions, he promises the children
to buy a large villa with a swimming
pool and pool table. In addition, he
brings a cheap decorative fountain to
the house despite the deterioration of
its condition and lack of basic needs,
on the side the mother seems silent,
obedient to what the husband orders

her to do, and largely marginalized
inside the house.
The appearance of male characters is
either like the bossy father who forces
everyone to hear his stories about
drinking milk from little cows directly
because the listeners do not dare to
question his talk, or the magician
who screams at the audience even
after he turned the husband into a
chicken saying «No one interferes, It’s
my job and I know what I am doing».
The second representation of male
character is the lazy bureaucratic
person who enjoys putting the mother
in loony mazes to spend her pension
after the disappearance of the father,
while the third representation is
manifested through men who are able
to solve problems, but of course they
are waiting for a price for their strength
and presence. On the other hand, there
is a single woman most of the time,
the mother, listening to one man after
another, every time one falls, the other
replaces him, as if it were a vicious
circle of control over women that does
not end even if their forms change.
The most striking element about
the film is the filming locations,
both interior and exterior, nothing
beautiful in this dilapidated world,
the family apartment, for example,
is characterized by soiled eroded gray
walls as well as all the clothes and
details of the characters, while the
only beauty that can be seen is the
advertisements screened on the old
TV. Other locations include the land
surrounding the factories and executive
rooms and even the hamburger shop,

which appears no less strange than the
rest of the places, one place different
from those places is the palace in which
the mother spends some time as a
servant, an empty place with a single
statue, luxurious marble floors and a
huge swimming pool, and despite its
modernity, it seems like hell for the
mother.
Feathers is an authentic and
contemporary work of art of Egyptian
cinema, establishing a style rarely
used in Egyptian and Arab film works,
through visual elements and filming
locations that no one has come close
to except in the worlds of video arts,
to create exciting strangeness that
puts all the daily issues and visualizes
them from a different perspective, you
may laugh at it at first, but over time
you may realize how similar all that
cynicism is similar to our world.

Post-production is the final step in taking a
story from script to screen - a combination of
images and sound that fuels a story, immerses
an audience, and drives emotions. A duo of
leading post production experts from Netflix,
Karim Boutros Ghali and Frank Piazza, took

Audimax stage at TU Berlin yesterday and
discussed budgeting and building the perfect
post-production crew. As well as some of the
common pitfalls of Post-production and how to
avoid them.
Karim Boutros highlighted key common
elements between Netflix’s Paranormal and
Rawabi series, whether the online dailies
within 24s of wrap, 4K capture and delivery
pipeline, color management from capture to
delivery, IMF delivery, adding multiple directors
& editors. Finally, the rough cuts, picture locks
and color& mix review.
In the same context, Frank Piazza said,
“Investigation phase is crucial for us; we have
to know what kind of film we are making, what
is the message. Hence, you can’t set a budget
unless you know the appetite”. Frank added,
“Always keep this in mind whenever you kick
off your project, budget, scale and appetite.
These elements have several impacts on the
budget”.

festival since its inception, first as
part of the management team and
for the last three years as part of
the programming team. I am very
impressed by its five-year journey.
The bar was set high with the first
festival. Since then,. the team has
refined the process and produced
a first class event.

• The programs are excellent, and
the projects chosen to participate
in the CGP Springboard program
have gone on to be selected
at major festivals, receiving
accolades and awards. The Bridge
program is varied and brings a lot
of expertise to young filmmakers
through its master classes and
panels.

• The biggest challenge is still

• I am very impressed by the

Nada Saad

Feathers is an authentic and
contemporary work of art of
Egyptian cinema

• I have been involved with the

attracting a larger audience . We
need to continue paying attention
to our outreach program — the
numbers are growing steadily .

MENA Is On Track
With experts in video streaming
platforms, a panel discussion took
place yesterday in TU Berlin, in the
presence of Darine ElKhatib, SVP of
Arabic services & original production at
OSN; and Nadine Samra, CBO of Weyyak
Platform, to discuss how to break
through, and what they mean for the
future of content; together with Hans
Fraikin, Abu Dhabi Film Commissioner,
who moderated the panel.
We’re leading the Arabic digital
transformation from a global
perspective, that’s how Nadine Samra
started her words, “we built the Arabic
OTT platform Weyyak with Arab

Nicole Guillemet
GFF Programmer

minds, so they can understand the Arabic
mentality, culture and background and
that’s what differentiate us from many
other platforms.”
Hans Fraikin, ended the panel that
witnessed a large number of audiences by
stating that he believes the region is on the
right track towards a digital transformation.

professionalism of the staff, their
dedication, and their drive for
perfection. This is a big factor
in the success of El Gouna Film
Festival. At the helm we have the
talented and tireless Intishal Al
Timimi, who keeps surprising me
with his deadpan jokes! The team,
including the volunteers, gives
the festival its soul; the town of
El Gouna gives it a beautiful and
welcoming venue.

• I wish the festival a very long life
and a wonderful creative growth.
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